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Do you still close your coin bags
this way?
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2103E

A9847BS
H1400F

UNION SPECIAL
offers the better
solution!



STURDY



EFFICIENT



RELIABLE



FAST

2200AS
2200AT
With the Union Special
COIN BAG CLOSING MACHINE
we offer a faster and better method...
Folding the coin bag - or not Attaching the label - SEWING - ready!
No additional seal is needed because the double
locked chainstitch cannot be imitated manually.
Two models are available:

Style 2200AS for closing bags filled with coins. Start and
stop of this machine is actuated by an electro foot switch which
is part of pedestal H1400F.
Required pedestal H1400F consisting of base, column, height
adjustable machine support and electro foot switch.
Additional bag feed-in guide 2103E recommended for easier
guiding the bag and label (work aid).
Style 2200 AT
with Pedestal H1400T
and Table 90709PS
Style 2200AT, same as
2200AS but start and stop of sewing controlled by a built-in feeler.
Required pedestal H1400T consisting of base, column and height
adjustable machine support, without electro foot switch.
Bag feed-in guide 2103E: Extra order, for easier guiding the bag
and label (work aid).
The machines styles 2200AS and 2200AT can be mounted on
any table or we recommend table 90709PR with steel frame and
table board 55 x 106 cm, height of table 79 cm. The table board is
fitted with a roller type conveyor, similar as shown above but not
movable.
For more flexibility we offer four movable tables:
Table A9847B for style 2200AT with steel frame and table board
55 x 70 cm, height of table 75 cm, as shown left.
Table A9847BS, same as A9847B but for style 2200AS with carrier for electro foot switch, on/off switch and 230 V socket, see front
page.
Table 90709PS for style 2200AT with steel frame and table board
55 x 106 cm, height of table 92 cm. The table board is fitted with a
roller type conveyor, as shown above.
Style 2200AT
with Pedestal H1400T
and Table A9847B

Subject to change without notice.

Table 90709PSA, same as 90709PS but for style 2200AS with
carrier for electro foot switch, on/off switch and 230 V socket.
Both sewing machines carry the VDE EMC mark.
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